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It is a sad testament to a once happy society when a good intentioned person pure
of heart is vilified by the jewish supremacist police state for simply attempting to wake
up his wilfully ignorant people to the fate which the jews intend for them and as
explicitly outlined in the propaganda I have distributed, ie. “immigration=jewish white
genocide” via population replacement of the indigenous whites who created their own
nation with non-whites-for this is clearly their plan, namely to orchestrate circumstances
to intermix the ‘races’ of ‘humanity’ into a more easily controllable lower I.Q population
of rootless cosmopolitans in a totalitarian police state under the United Nations.
I was simply attempting to help other whites understand what was being done to
them and to assist them in helping themselves and other whites through becoming
prepared for what will inevitably be led against them, namely a terrorist army of
jihadists(arabs and muslims); of chinese communists; of sikhs; of ‘redskins’(who are not
native to the Americas and were not the first people in the Americas, Whites were, cf.
“March of the Titans” by Arthur Kemp; “Paleo-American Ethnic Diversity”, by Billy
Roper,etc.); of black nationalists and in other regions different non-white terrorist
hordes(eg. United States-mestizos; in South Africa black communists,etc.). Having love
for my own people doesn’t constitute ‘hate’ but is merely a defensive reaction against
external threats orchestrated by the jewish supremacists against whites via their proxies.
The circumstances developing in society now cleary indicate that vast hordes of
non-whites are being imported under the pretext of being ‘refugees'; 'temporary foreign
workers'; ‘asylum seekers’ and ‘highly educated’, essential people, for the 'economic
prosperity’, ‘cultural enrichment’ of the nation, whereas they are being imported purely
as a replacement population and to use as a terrorist army to destabilize the nation
through false/flag/state-sponsored terrorism(jihadists; black nationalists,etc.) to justify
increasing police-statism and curtailing the liberties of whites and erasing their culture,
heritage and identity under the pretext of ‘love, peace, equality, unity’, etc.
If there is equality and to be ‘peace’ and ‘love’ there can only be such through a
seperation of races in their own respective countries that they created through their own
labour and effort and which were created for them in many cases by White peoplewhich act has been stigmatized as ‘colonialism’ as if that were an inherently bad thing.
Colonialism may be morally wrong when it displaces an indigenous racial group and its
culture but nearly all races have historically colonized and even enslaved, genocided or
mass murdered other races. This appears to be the natural order of things in primitive
conditions, however the White race(also referred to be many as Caucasians or using the
false geographic and non-biological term ‘Europeans’) has been the most lenient and
benevolent to all populations they have come into contact with relative to other races
such as the mongols under ghengis khan(invading Europe and butchering and raping
Whites), the arabs invading Greece and Spain as well as many other European

territories. Whites, like it or not, have given the gift of civilization, of language and
technology, to all non-whites on earth. No that is not the civilization falsely associated
with Whites that exists today with Mcdonalds and Monsanto, the U.N and NATO-that is
jewish hegemony and though many corrupt and/or naieve and good intentioned Whites
are affiliated with ‘the globalist system’ they are not the ultimate cause in my opinion,
certainly not the average displaced White person who has no representation in the
society their ancestors built and who themselves are being colonized by jews and nonwhites for the latter’s profit and certainly not theirs the culturally genocided and
marginalized people typically of the lower to even middle class.
Truly we are a two-tiered society of jewish supremacist elites and
affiliates(liberals; freemasons; ‘judeo-christian’ zionists; wealthy non-white elites such
as chinese communists, sikhs, hindus, muslims, etc.) ruling over a slave class comprised
of a dwindling White working class minority and their non-white replacements which
latter are ever increasing in number.
We Whites are the colonized and our jewish overlords(biologically jewish) are using us
as a scapegoat to transfer blame for their actions onto and to hide behind so as to conceal
their actions and shield themselves from blame. They the jews are the supremacists as is
clearly observable in the inordinate power they hold over the world through their central
banking system and United Nations system. They control the media, they orchestrate
wars all over the world using the mercenaries they call ‘soldiers’(typically of NATO)
and they brainwash the populace into thinking these wars are undergone to ‘liberate’
oppressed victims or to maintain ‘peace’ between warring factions, they strife in most all
cases having been caused by them in the first place.(eg. ISIS/ISIL islamic terrorism;
Oklahoma City bombing which was a state-sponsored terrorist act, cf. Jeff Rense of
rense.com; for more on false flag terrorism see Ole Dammegard’s “Anatomy of a False
Flag”. Other examples, USS liberty and Israeli bombing; bombing of the King David
Hotel in Palestine; 911 and the connections between it and the mossad,etc.).
To address the inevitable issue of whether I am a terrorist which would inevitably arise
and which was intimated in the interview with the police officer as a possibility: the
notion of a ‘terrorist’ is as vague and ambiguous a term as ‘hate’(or ‘hate literature’,
‘hate speech’, etc.). In my judgment the jewish supremacist government is the terrorist
as they induce terror in the population via their police state and Draconian laws which
latter are all too often(as in my case) ambiguous and this probably deliberately so, so
that the population is reduced to a powerless mass of slaves who are forced to obediently
slave away with a smile on their face while the jews ‘sit and eat’(Babylonian Talmud
quotation). “When the Messiah comes every jew will have 2800 slaves”(Babylonian
Talmud).
All jewish supremacists which in my opinion holds for probably almost all jews if
not all are adherents to the Babylonian Talmud not the Pentateuch/Old
Covenant/Testament and from a scriptural standpoint are not “the chosen people of
Yahweh” but derive from Esau and the Edomites as well as Cain before him(cf. “Edom
is in modern jewry”, jewish encyclopeduia). They I have come to suspect, are probably

derived from the fallen angels(nephilim) and their ‘seed’ or DNA is mixed with most of
the races of humanity and this is how they tyrannize over the earth through their
networking and nepotism based on blood ties. The jews are not a pure race but they all
have this genetic commonality(fallen angel DNA-Lucifer/satan/samael as spoken of in
the book of Enoch).
Are there ‘good jews’ in my opinion/worldview? My vast experience with jews of
all socio-economic classes has led me to the conclusion that there are some who appear
to be good but that appearance is largely a mask behind which they conceal more
nefarious and malevolent intentions(such as usury and exploitation or building up a
reputation and acquiring social capital through ostentatious displays of charity; tax
exempt foundations,etc.). Is there, I repeat, a ‘good jew’? I doubt it as no matter how
much trust/friendliness I extend to the jews in my dealing with them I am always met
with manipulation, hostility and other forms of negative behaviour. This simply
confirms through this wealth of experience, my stance on jews as a collective group who
themselves give continual evidence of their working as a collective group in their own
self interest exclusively and typically contrary to the interests of Whites using, eg. nonwhites against Whites and siding with them/propagandizing them against White
people(eg. Employment equity act; discrimination against Whites in the legal system-eg.
Far harsher penaties for Whites; greater receipt of state-benefits for non-whites;
government grants for non-whites to establish businesses which are in many cases which
I have witnessed first hand converted into drug dens and prostitution rings wherein, eg.
Negro owners were prostituting ‘redskin’ and White women, etc.). Thus jews function as
a collective group for their own interests ultimately using others when it serves their
purposes. Perhaps there are genuine ‘good jews’-I have not encountered any so far and
Reason dictates caution in dealings with them as well as avoidance of conducting any
business or social relations with them as they are “the masters of the lie”(Luther).
Do I ‘hate’ jews and is my literature that I read and have distributed in my
judgment/opinion ‘hate’ or motivated thereby? No, merely to assist Whites(my kinfolk)
in waking up to the jewish problem in their midst and that this latter group is a hostile
force. Thus the solution should simply be ‘The Byzantine Solution’ which occured in
the Byzantine empire: jews should be excluded from 1) practicing law; from 2) holding
political office; from 3) running the banking system and from 4) holding positions in
education. In a prefect world perhaps they would live in Palestine or Madagascar or a
territory exclusive to themselves as their monopoly over White created societies leads to
White genocide.
Given their obvious hostile intent towards the white population the jews must be
taken peaceably from their positions of power in those societies created by Whites and
either live elsewhere preferably or keep to themselves in societies which Whites have
created as their parasitical influence threatens the survival and preservation of Whites
and their culture. This is not hate but love, the establishment of a harmonious world in
accordance with Natural/Divine law(cf. Betrand Comparet’s “God Commands Racial
Seperation”). Note here that I have written extensively about these issues. A right of a

people to defend itself against genocide entails countering the violence of others. If the
jews insist on attempting to genocide Whites, then Whites must defend themselves
against them and their puppets(jihadist, violent foreign invaders,etc.). What does this
mean in my case in practical terms? It means having weapons to defend myself against
1) home invasion and violent threats against personal security by violent criminals.
Never have I had any intention of involving myself in terrorist activity by striking
against jews as individuals in the manner of Anders Breivik though I have foolishly out
of paranoid fear put this material into my book ‘White Law” which obviously would
suggest terroristic intent. However I am simply afraid of what is to come and attempted
to build myself up through these writings, ie. gain a greater confidence as a means of
coping with the circumstances of society envisioning the inevitable case/scenario in
which the police state would crash through my door and seek to apprehend me for ‘hate’
simply because I had books they deemed ‘hate’ or had made online posts(‘stick and
stones will break my bones but names will never hurt one’-so it used to be before the
jewish communist brainwahsing of ‘hate speech’).It is simply paranoid(and justifiably
paranoid) fear of the jewish police state and the terrorist armies they are bringing into all
White societies on earth which has motivated me to gather firearms and the poor man
james’ bond style literature(not illegal in any way to possess as far as I know). Unless
any ‘terrorist plans’ were discovered on my person how can I be alleged to have any
intentions to commit any acts of violence with firearms, etc.? I admit that it was a
mistake to have incorporated that section into my book ‘White Law’ and in other
writings but I had done so out of anger over the issues of the contemporary world and
what the jewish supremacists(‘jews’) are doing to my own people as well as other
‘races’/’species’(depending on what nomenclature is used-eg. White race/species, black
race/species, etc.), I had written this as a means of making a contribution to the survival
of my own kind(even that of Others) through combatting discursively the jewish
tyranny. Perhaps I had gotten carried away and was caught up in emotional states that
led me to cathartically vent over these issues. However I had no intention of undergoing
any ‘terrorist act’ unless that act was purely non-violent which the police state might call
‘terrorism’ but which I would simply call raising awareness over the tyranny(as in
distributing leaflets and putting up stickers). From my point of view I have always
known that I would never have been effective even if I had wanted to which I did not
and do not, in targeting ‘enemies’ in a physical way. This act would simply be of use to
the jewish occupied government in vilifying White activists who simply want to
preserve their own culture and identity and not be slaves to the jews and gradually
genocided in the countries they and their ancestors have made. In my opinion/judgment
such acts could at best be carried out by high level operatives in the military and police
themselves and are in no way something I would have the courage to undergo. Also and
most importantly such acts could only be legitimate in the case of counter-violence
against the physical violence of the regime brought against White people which is going
on all over the world(Europe;America; South Africa) and which will almost certainly be
undergone in this country soon via the jews’ proxies(jihadist; terrorist invaders; chinese

communists/triad gangs, etc.). Hence I am concerned only with defence not aggression
which is the right Divine and Natural of all peoples and individuals who are themselves
part of the greater whole of their own Race. Thus I have not ‘hatred’ for others but am
motivated purely by love of God(Yahweh) and Race and the preservation of my own
kind in a harmonious relationship with the sum total, not being forcibly mongrelized out
of existence and living in a 3rd world communist/socialist police state controlled by jews
and their puppets.
As to my writings in general they are a creative exercise, an attempt to entertain
and enlighten others as well as a cathartic release of anger and frustration over the issues
of todays’ society. These writings are undoubtedly offensive to many but that is largely
the intent. Sometimes shocking people is the only way to wake them up.
As to the other beings who are called ‘humans’ or ‘races’ I say only this-I have no
hate towards you but find many of the traits of some unappealing. This is merely my
personal attitude towards them and is not motivated by hatred but understanding. I have
much in the way of dealings with other races but have always attempted to put forth a
genuinely friendly or neutral attitude towards them. However, given the animosity many
of them have towards Whites(largely a result of their anti-white racism itself stoked by
jewish false historical narratives,etc.) it is often very difficult and not appropriate to
behave in a friendly manner towards aggressive and hostile ‘Others’. Respect being
mutual it extends only so far and as a self-described White/Caucasian/Aryan/Adamic
male do not have a willingness to behave in an overtly (or at all) friendly way towards
unfriendly and hostile ‘people’.
Multi-cultural/mixed-race/species/kinds societies are nothing but a chaos of
competing interests and are inherently unstable and doomed from the beginning to fall
into violent warfare between competing groups. This can be seen at the present time in
all white societies which are controlled by jews . Veritable towers of Babel whose
foundation can’t support the superstructure. Seperation is the only solution and since
non-whites who exist in White societies have societies/countries of their own then if
they are equal as the jewish government claims they must live in their own territory and
help their own people there. White people help others but I see noone helping Whites
save through self-interest(economic incentive,etc.) and as soon as they gather enough
resources in the White countries they are invited to they either leave and return
wealthy(given the currency differential) or they remain and attempt to build more power
in White societies attempting as a trojan horse to take it over from within. This is
colonization and all ‘White Nations’(those founded by White/Adamic/Aryan/Caucasian
people) are being subjected to this foreign usurpation throughout the world which
amounts to genocide by united nations definition, the destruction in whole or in part of
the ethnic identity, culture and heritage of a people(read Andrew Carrington Hitchcock’s
“Jewish Genocide of the White Race Case Closed” on the internet).
I had modified the magazines of the weapons so as to give myself a greater
fighting chance(more ammunition without having to reload) in the event of future chaos
in a purely defensive jus bellum against the foreign invading terrorist armies brought

into White nations by the jewish supremacists. I am aware of the illegality but was
motivated by a paranoid fear of the jewish police state and their proxies. I scratched the
serial numbers off as I was intending to cache the weapons to avoid confiscation by the
government in the event they declared firearms possession and ownership illegal as they
did in Australia and South Africa to prevent the White population from defending
themselves against the terrorist hordes they are bringing in. For the record I have a valid
firearms licence and purchased the guns from commercial businesses).
I have never harmed another person in my life. I have always been a hypersensitive individual(an introvert) and therefore have found it difficult especially with my
realistic belief system (based purely on logic and common sense, on 5+ sense reality and
empirical knowledge substantiated and amplified through well-argued and intuitively
sound literature) to have an involvement in a society based upon lies and hypocrisy(cf.
‘The Hypocrisy of Democracy’ by William l Pierce). I have always had these values
since I began to experience life consciously at a young age. I have always been bothered
by false people (‘hypocrits’; liars; theatre actors) and have therefore had great difficulty
adjusting myself to a society of this kind with its hypocritical claims of ‘equality,
democracy, etc.’ and its implicit vilification of White people as such. My personal
background as a socially poorly adjusted person does not defeat the claims I am making
in this document about jews and their hegemonic despotism they are running throughout
the world.
Most of the upper class Whites seem to care little about their people and the
preservation of their own kind immersed as they are in materialism and the possessive
individualistic creed of ‘liberal social-democracy’, the hypocritical value system that
prevails at this time. However, ‘right wing’ or ‘left wing’ is simply a notional entity
which exists within this system. Personally I advocate a political model of a similar
nature to that of the Republic of America at its foundation only under God(Yahweh’s
law). Republicanism is not democracy. If the upper class Whites would only use their
political power to serve their own people instead of foreign invaders and their own selfinterest the jewish tyranny would be over tomorrow. They are the most serious problem
especially those who subscribe to the suicidal creed of anti-white egalitarianism,’antiwhite’ by default as to treat all ‘people’ equally in a society founded by Whites is itself a
genocidal act. China and the state of israel don’t confer ‘equal rights’ or ‘equal
opportunities’ upon others so it stands to reason that since they are ethno states White
people should also have those nations they founded as exclusive territory for themselves.
If non-whites are given citizenship and rights in White countries yet still have an
ethnically homogeneous society to return to that is not equality, that is colonization and
foreign invasion. White people who view this as acceptable while enabling the genocide
of their own people can properly be spoken of as ‘race traitors’ and need to be removed
from political power as they are a threat to the survival of Whites as a collective, a
‘race’/species/kind.

As to the particulars of the case:
the incident in which I used money as a means of communication of the messages, the
money was typically handed faced-down to the eg. Clerks, etc. And was to so to avoid
any unpleasant scene and as a means of covertly spreading the message as a money bill
stamped in permanent ink would be distributed amongst many people and would be seen
by many. The first lawyer I was forced to have as my counsel portrayed things as if I had
intended to flash these bills in the face of jewish clerks which is ludicrous. Many times
the jewish clerks(especially the one who implicated me as the spreader of this message)
turned the bills over and observed the writing and on some rarer occasions I mistakenly
turned it over and handed it to them writing side up. My intention was always to
covertly spread the message not to hold it up to the face of jews which would be
ineffectual as well as an absurd gesture. The first lawyer’s misrepresentation of these
facts further underscores the untrustworthiness of the system and the legal profession
replete as it is with jews who have monopolized it like everything else and who use it to
create such totalitarian and ambiguous laws as ‘hate speech’ laws(cf. Thomas
Sheppard’s “The Tyranny of Ambiguity”). In the jews’ system anything the jews’ hate is
qualified as hate.
Leaflets: I have distributed leaflets whose content doesn’t entail hate but is merely
fact. “Immigration=White Genocide”[in White countries nearly all immigrants being
non-whites] with the byline ‘jewish supremacism” to connote that this equation is
related to and caused by jewish supremacism and that white genocide is the goal of
jews(cf. Kalergi plan; Steinlite plan; Morgenthau plan, etc.) I have created many more
leaflets all of which implicate jews as eg. "99% of the 1% is jewish”, etc. This is not
hate but fact(thezog.info). The ‘resist.com’ website I referenced because at the time I
thought it was a good source of books and information as well as a handy slogan for
people to easily remember. I have made other more ludicrous propaganda images such
as ‘jewry must perish’ lampooning in a cartoonish way the serious hate crime against
Germans by jews in their literature, eg. “Germany Must Perish” wherein they advocate
the genocide of the Germans around the WW2 era(a world war the jewish bankers
themselves created. For the record I do not look upon the alleged historical event the
jewish media perpetually whines about and seeks to criminalize all questioning of as an
actual occurance. All the evidence clearly prooves that all of their allegations are mere
fabrications, “tall tales” that never happened(Arthur Butz, “The Myth of the 20th
Century”; The Leuchter report, etc.). If this alleged historical event occurred then why
would it be immoral to discuss the particulars and thereby convincing proove in the
minds of rational and reasonable people that this event occurred. Whether an historical
event is ‘painful’ to some people or not does/should not preclude its research and
investigation. Many millions of people died under the brutal communist regime in soviet
Russia and this has caused untold pain to the survivors. Nevertheless this and all the
events of WW2 have been and should be discussed so that the truth may prevail and all
people live in a state of concord and harmony therewith instead of in a state of fear and
cognitive dissonance or wilful ignorance of fact. Living a lie is discord, inharmony but

speaking the truth is concord/harmony. Hating the truth is achieved through censorship
thereof which is a clear testament to the hater’s unwiligness to face it either out of
cowardice or out of an attempt to conceal the facts which are to their detriment[such as
being exposed for having perpetrated the 1st and 2nd world war as well as the
holodomors(of which their were three); the Dresden firebombings; the concentration
camps of Eisenhower wherein millions of Germans were starved to death after the
second world war]. All facts of history should be but aren’t at the present time
investigated from every angle and in as impartial a manner as possible. Only then can
truth be attained.
At the present moment all textbooks outside of the quantitative sciences are
distorted and falsified just as the scriptures are by the jewish supremacists whose
religion is Luciferianism/Satanism. Hence in all White nations most all of the population
are given a distorted understanding of history and of reality itself(through eg. The
ludicrous Darwinian evolutionary theory and egalitarianism which purports to be a
religious philosophy of ‘diversity’ and ‘multiculturalism’ but is rather a hegemonic
monoculturalism that destroys the different kinds/species/races and their cultures which
can only be preserved in their own area of the earth through seperation). Hence all
‘White nations’ are now jewish nations(occupied governments, satraps) are based on a
distorted and created view of reality which has only infrequent correspondence to factual
reality, a square peg in a round hole.
‘Hate' legislation is created by haters who hate the turth and want to suppress it.
They are jewish supremacists and “want a world of their own”(Maurice Samuels’ “You
Gentiles”), they want a “Jewish Utopia”(cf. Rabbi Michael Higger’s book of the same
name). Their means of achieving this is White genocide(through mongrelization and/or
outright extermination of the White males who are capable of defending their own kind
who will be vilified as ‘terrorists’ and ‘racists’ as a means of rounding them up and
starving them to death in concentration camps or some such fate as the jews did to the
White Russians in soviet Russia working the latter to death in labour camps on crusts of
bread and mass executing others).
‘Hate' is a conceptual construct created through their money, legal and political
power by jews(most supreme court justices are jews in most formerly White countries
on earth as they have usurped and occupy these countries). They want to create this
legislation globally to prevent people from being able to recognize that they are an
indentifiable racial group and that they occupy the heights of power in all White nations
on earth and in most non-white nations also(with the exceptions possibly of Syria, Iran,
North Korea and formerly Libya, Iraq and others which have been taken over through
regime change).This conceptual construct is their attempt to qualify and portray
legalistically any conduct or communication(verbal, symbolic or written) that implicates
jews in a way they don’t like as ‘hate’ and therefore subject to legal penalty according to
their twisted logic. Hate being merely an emotion which is natural for beings(even
animals such as dogs,etc.) to feel the fact of making emotions illegal is not only
laughable but perverse, another testament to a society of an inverted reality(satanism).

The very ambiguity of the term ‘hate’ renders it so subjective that any legal definition
would be impossible to construct with any validity as how can a
communication(symbolic, written of spoken)be construed as ‘inciting hate’ against
another(group or individual) given that a diversity of beliefs, opinions and perspectives
exist and there is no uniformity of emotion amongst all peoples and individuals, some
hating some things and loving/liking others.
Of course the main point in the issue of ‘hate speech’, etc. Is whether what is said
is true. If so then it should be said regardless of the feelings/sentiments of others. People
must adjust themselves and be receptive to the truth not ignore the truth because
people’s feelings are hurt upon hearing it or being exposed to it. Truth used to be an
absolute defence in a court of law under common law but clearly it is no longer, given
that this society is based on lies.
If the jews don’t want to be exposed in what they do then they should leave or
cease doing immoral and indecent things and take ownership for their actions.
The purport of this legislation is to defend ‘victims’ from being injured in some
way or another through the communication(s) of another. Such communication
leading(allegedly by strict implication or probability) as assessed by jewish judges of
course or their useful puppets, eg. freemasons, liberals, judeo-christians, etc. to harm
against another. However for someone to hate the behaviour of another is simply a
natural behaviour of inclination based upon who they are(mentally, biologically, etc.) the
sum total of their experience and who the other is(context). To attempt to force people’s
behaviour into a one-dimensional heart shaped mold is perverse and excessively
maternalistic(ie. ‘statist’, nanny statism). Freedom of conscience necessitates individual
autonomy and this is the true love not the false love of sentimentalism that is imposed
upon the population in the current regime. Love is harmony and to hate those who
disrupt the harmony of existence(jewish supremacists) is not morally wrong but morally
good and obligatory. If communications which reveal facts about eg. Jewish
supremacists which can be verified or prooven are made public and this generates hate
towards jews in some people that is just too bad for the jewish supremacists. Truth is the
absolute defence within historically common law nations(White nations). “The truth will
set you free” and we are all prisoners today in a society of lies.
I only hope that my just and moral action wakes people of all kinds up to the
malevolent intentions of jewish supremacists and causes them to err on the side of
caution in all dealings with jews in general as my experience has led me to understand
that most jew are (and I draw this inference on the basis of their behaviour) at the very
least nepotistic and hostile to White people they no longer have to pander to and
ingratiate themselves with, namely the less affluent Whites who have no political
representation in their own ancestral homelands and who are marginalized and
persecuted by the jews in most cases given my experience by most non-whites and upper
class White people(predominately race traitors).

“We will replace the nations of peoples with nations of individuals”
-Richard Coudenhove von kalergi
The above quote of the mixed-race freemason from his “Practical Idealism”(1923/4)
encapsulates the jews' plans for White genocide. Israel Cohen’s “Racial Program for the
20th Century” further prooves the mongrelization agenda as a mechanism of White
genocide, as well as the “Hooton Plan” of Ernest Hooton for German genocide.
What do the jews have planed from this time forth? Escalation of non-white
immigration into all White nations; arming their jihadist/muslim puppets; creating
simultaneous terror strikes in all White nations by mossad agents and crypto jews
dressed as muslims/muslims themselves; communist revolutionary action by groups
such a black lives matter and anti-racist action; using their agents in government to
orchestrate false flag terrorist acts to blame ‘white supremacists’, etc. To get the
population to look upon their next door neighbour as a criminal thereby creating a
climate of mistrust and fear whereas before White societies were trust based societies
where minimal to no crime occured and where people had stable communities which
were so because of racial homogeneity; using these terrorist acts to build up the police
state creating a segregated two-tiered society with jews on top and a mixed race group
below(the expansion of the borders of the state of israel(oded yinom plan) from the Nile
to the Euphrates rivers through getting ‘White nations’(NATO) to bomb Iran and Syria
out of existence; orchestrating war between China, Russia and the NATO powers(‘West’
vs. ‘East’) and putting the world’s remaining population under slavery under the United
Nations with its headquarters in jerusalem(the falsely named city in the Palestine area
once known as Judea during the time of Christ, the Judeans and Christ himself having
been White/Adamic/Caucasian/Aryan racially).
However there is good news! For the scriptures relates that Babylon will
fall(Babylon being the jewish occupied governments that constitute the ‘Western world’
today) and Yahweh God’s kingdom will be established on earth at the second coming of
Yahshua the Christ. Even for an atheist the multiracial jewdeo empire will inevitably fall
through its own inner contradictions and the Adamic remnant will have dominion over
the earth, no matter how this is understood.

